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Optimal Bracket Design for Additive Manufacturing 
 

Overview 
The optimization project is a re-design of an existing product, a camera bracket, for weight reduction.  The 
existing bracket, which is manufactured traditionally from 6061-T6 aluminum, will be redesigned to be 
additively manufactured out of ULTEM 9085, a thermoplastic. The part will have a factor of safety of 2 
against ultimate failure and minimum 100 Hz assembly natural frequency. 
 
Objectives 
The primary objective is to reduce the weight of the camera bracket from the current 2.61 pounds to less 
than 1.5 pounds, while maintaining structural integrity under extreme operating environment.  The 
secondary objective is to employ optimization techniques for further weight reduction. 
 
Approach 
• The team met with the sponsor and received a detailed design data package and an stp. model file 

defining the geometric boundaries and mounting hole configuration. 
• The sponsor’s model was run through FEA in SolidWorks, once in aluminum and then ULTEM.  

The results showed the need to redesign the bracket for ULTEM. 
• Researched design methods for maximizing bending stiffness using plastics.   
• Created concept model which utilized cylinders and reinforced plates.  
• Performed an iterative design process in SolidWorks; geometric modifications were followed by 

FEA and frequency analyses. 
• Investigated optimization programs: Genesis, ANSYS, and Altair University’s Hyperstudy.  In all 

cases, the SolidWorks model did not transfer as a solid and had errant geometry.   
• Investigated several additive manufacturing companies.  The cost to print in ULTEM exceeded the 

team’s budget of $1000.  The sponsor decided instead to print the model using ABS Plastic. 
• Sponser does not require testing on designs having a factor of safety of 2.0.  The FEA and 

frequency analyses in SolidWorks are considered the test results for this project. 
 
 
 
Outcomes 
• The sponsor will save $8000 as a result of this project 
• Weight was reduced .4 pounds 
 


